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As civilization evolved, social structures too faced many transformations.
From the Indus Valley and Mohendojaro Harappa, through Imperialism,
Communism and Capitalism, all of which evolved through the
Agricultural Age, the Industrial Age to the Digital Age of today, “change”
has influenced people’s attitudes towards consumables. Over time,
people have become increasingly materialistic.

While religion and ideological belief have influenced people’s behaviour,
philosophers, scientists, artists and political leaders too have caused
significant changes in human attitudes.

When Karl Marx was talking about the equal distribution of wealth in
“Das Kapital”, the opposing view was being expressed by Adam Smith in
the “ Wealth of Nations”. As Capitalism became the most popular
ideology, many nations, even continents began to build national wealth
based on this premise. While this trend created a sense of competition
amongst ordinary people striving for a better life from a material
perspective, nations fought for territorial supremacy, spurred on by the
same concept.

The birth of corporations based on the concept of “Profit Maximization”
then forced the creation “Super Profit” or “Wealth Creation”. The concepts
of “Brand Building”, “Patent Rights” and so on were all developed in order
to achieve the tempting goal of making super profits. This elevated the
basic value of a product to an aspirational level, for which people were
willing to pay a premium. This phenomenon also created the ‘Consumer’,
based on the inherent drive of one human being to out-do another.

In a broader analysis, the concept of marketing products, going beyond
satisfying mere basic needs to tempt actual purchase, gave rise to the
concept and term “Sales”.

Analyzing the behaviour of this transformed human being who was by
now a consumer, exploiting his basic needs and creating renewed needs
to suit his expectations, thus became a science.

At the beginning of the 19th Century, many authors began writing
about this new behavioural pattern and the means of satisfying a
consumer. Corporations then began to transform products to brands,
promising the consumers satisfaction on the one hand while creating

enormous wealth for the corporates on the other. Corporations which
could come up with brand-based concepts that satisfied varying needs
of consumers scored heavily in this environment.

Dropping conventional jargon and looking at this issue from a bird’s eye
perspective for the benefit of this short essay, one can understand that
Marketing can be seen as the science of transforming “needs to
aspirations”, “products to dreams” and “human beings to happiness
machines”. In the process of converting a product to a brand and a need
to an aspiration, there needed to be something more than mere
information. There needed to be a whole gamut of imagery.

The birth of brand names followed by logos with uniform colours and
signature sounds made the elements of a dream identifiable. At the
same time, while the going was getting tough and complicated,
different corporations began to desire the fulfillment of the same dream.
The need for “Differentiation” arose as the solution for this burning
problem.

During this period, probably spanning less than a century, the consumer
evolved to such an extent that servicing his needs became a complex
exercise. Understanding the behaviour of populations became a critical
task in this effort. The concept of Communication in a targeted scientific
manner was born out of this need, in an effort to convince consumers to
purchase brands instead of products.

Ad world
Although advertising has become a popular subject in many a
curriculum from tertiary to post-graduate education, it remains a hands-
on, practical, quasi-science with a leaning towards the arts. In the history
of modern global advertising, pioneers such as Albert Lasker (1880 -
1952), Stanley Resor (1879-1962), Raymond Rubicam (1892-1972),
Leo Burnett (1891-1971), Claude C. Hopkins (1867-1932), Bill Bernbach
(1911-1982) and David Ogilvy (1911-1999) have shaped the industry
through its development to what it is today. At the same time,
marketing practitioners and authors such as Jack Trout, Philip Kotler and
Al Ries have added a different dimension to the subject.
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entering the fray, bringing with them a fresh look at the industry and a
global knowledge reserved for the Digital generation.

Like most others, the advertising industry was also based in the capital
city of Sri Lanka – Colombo and more importantly was driven by a
Colombo based elite group of people. Following a global trend,
Colombo’s most successful agencies were built around legendary
personalities - individuals who left their mark on the industry. They
included Tim Horshington, Reggie Candappa, Ananda Tissa De Alwis,
Ranjith Jayasuriya, Soma Ahangama, Cyril Masilamani, Anon Wijesuriya,
Shirani Rubera and Melwille Assauw to name a few.

The greatest need for multinational agencies was to follow their global
clients to more markets around the world. The next important milestone
in the industry stemmed from this need, where collaborations between
local and multinational advertising agencies on the basis of equity
sharing, profit sharing and various other contracts relating to
management were entered into, to serve the emerging needs.

For example in 1958 Reggie Candappa formed Grant Advertising as the
local agency for Grant Advertising USA, which in 1971 became Grant
Kenyan & Eckhardt after a global buy out and later merged with Bozell.
In 1993 the local ownership passed to Reggie Candappa who
established an associate agreement with McCann Erickson to be re-
branded as Grant McCann Erickson.

JWT, Colombo was established to service the numerous global brands
present in Sri Lanka and abruptly closed down when its seniors like Cyril
Masilamani, Anon Wijesuriya and Shirani Rubera left the company to
start their own agencies - Masters and Thompson Associates,
respectively. JWT, widely recognised as the university of Advertising
re-launched as JWT, Colombo in 1981 and since then been a top player
in the industry under the stewardship of a number of young and
dynamic agency personnel, who later took the bold initiative to set up
their own agencies.

Many new agencies entered the market during this time with
international tie ups. A hugely successful local agency called Phoenix
Advertising owned by Irvin Weerackody, having made a significant
contribution to the local industry in terms of its creative prowess tied up
with Ogilvy & Mather to become Phoenix O&M. LDB Lintas was founded
as a multinational agency by Lilamani Dias Benson and took the industry
by storm with their creative innovations. Later with a new tie-up LDB
Lintas was re-launched as Lowe LDB. Bates Strategic Alliance was a
similar noteworthy tie up by Nimal Gunawardena of Strategic Alliance
and Ted Bates Associates. Despite the multinational agencies making

great headway, few agencies remained strategically local and very
successful. Q&E Advertising launched by Vijith Kannangara was a
case in point.

Triad
As some marketing experts now refer to the Triad story as a case study,
this section of the article is presented not as an “autobiography” but as a
simple confession of how an ideal could become a catalyst of modern
communication in Sri Lanka.

Triad Advertising started small - the result of a co-incidence of events
and not as a result of a lengthy business plan. The founders were,
Dilith Jayaweera, Varuni Fernando (who were Law students) and Ishini
Wickremesinghe, none of whom had any marketing qualifications nor
many years of experience. They understood that there was a vacuum in
the industry and felt confident that together, they could field a
competent team to challenge the status quo and revolutionize the
industry which hitherto was evolving comfortably on borrowed Western
industry principles.

It was also observed that English was more often than not used as the
primary language in communications campaign development, despite
over 90% of the market consisting of Sinhala and Tamil speaking
consumers. Original Sinhala creative work was a rare commodity at this
time. Sinhala advertising was mostly translated from English concepts,
with the notable exception of journalist turned advertising guru - Irvin
Weerackody who created several landmark Sinhala campaigns including
the Sampath Bank launch, one of the most successful campaigns ever
executed with mass appeal and acceptance.

This article would be incomplete if we did not give credit to the many
personalities such as above, whose inspiration was so much a part of the
core business strategy of Triad - “Walking with the masses. Talking with
the masses”.

Triad has always believed that advertising is a combination of sociology,
art and science - a responsible business accountable to the people who
are in reality consumers, often without choosing to be so.

Walking barefoot, jumping into three wheelers, travelling by bus and
catching trains, Triad traversed the length and breadth of this multi
cultural, multi-ethnic, diverse island.

The Triad team proudly included people from all parts of the island.
Dilith from Angulugaha, Sharmila from Jaffna, Althaf from Gampola,
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Dilith Jayaweera and Varuni Amunugama Fernando are two
opposite sides of a coin. Dilith, who was bred in the Southern city
of Galle and Varuni, who comes from the heart of the Capital were
contemporaries, adversaries and good friends at the Faculty of Law
of the University of Colombo in 1989.

As Law undergrads, launching an ad agency was the last thing on
their minds until quite by chance they, together with their friend
Ishini Wickremesinghe Perera came up with the idea. It all happened
at TNL (owned by Ishini’s father Shan Wickremesinghe), where the
trio decided to launch not just any agency, but a 100% Sri Lankan
agency. As three people who believed ardently in the Sri Lankan
Spirit and Sri Lankan capability, it made sense that if they launched
an agency, it would be a truly local effort. The idea was all the more
appealing given the fact that they required zero investment.
Convinced of their ability to make a success of it, they decided to
take the plunge.

The very next day, having secured an appointment at 10 am with
Palitha de Livera Tennekoon, the General Manager of Sales and
Marketing at Colombo Agencies, Dilith and Varuni received their very
first brief for Stenhoj Hoists. Lacking any infrastructure for
production, they then made a beeline from Colombo Agencies to

the Colpetty Market by foot, where they met the marvellous
Pulasthi Ediriweera.

Pulasthi knew Varuni through their previous work experience
together at Phoenix Advertising, and since then he had set up a
freelance operation of his own. He had his office at the Colpetty
market and promised to help the budding entrepreneurs, agreeing
to work on credit. And so the very first Triad advertisement was
created. However, with no resources to take on scheduling, the ad
was sent directly through the client to the newspapers with no claim
to the 15% agency commission that would usually have been
earned. It was another bridge to cross – and cross they did – through
Leo Advertising, who agreed to take on their media scheduling and
placement work, for 5% of the commission.

Varuni’s home evolved into makeshift workspace. And with more
work coming in, professional invoicing became vital and the most
urgent equipment required was a typewriter. With no working
capital in hand, buying a new typewriter was out of the question.
Borrowing was the only solution. Enter - a typewriter with a past.
Previously owned by a friend, Dilani Yoheswaran - this mangled
machine which had already survived a flood with an inherent hiccup
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of missing the letter L - became part and parcel of the operational
cacophony of the little start-up operation.

Inspired by the success of the first job, it was decided to formalize
the business through incorporation. However a small seed of
uncertainty had lodged in Ishini’s mind that there could be a conflict
of interest between her own family’s business and that of the
advertising agency. Eventually she made the tough decision to opt
out and the trio went their separate professional ways, while keeping
their friendship intact.

By now it had been decided to name the agency “Triad”-
synonymous with its three key people and connoting strength
and stability. The name was chosen by Varuni’s father, Sarath
Amunugama. Although Ishini had left, Dilith and Varuni decided
that the name should remain and Triad Advertising was incorporated
on 11 March 1993.

Meanwhile, another individual was unconsciously being drawn into
Triad. Ajith Polgolla Abeyratne - Varuni’s relative, happened to be
visiting her house from his village in Kandy. Seeing the melee of
business complications that Varuni and Dilith were handling,
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Ajith - an amiable and gentle sort, became the extra pair of arms and
legs that the agency really needed. In the process, Triad found that it
had recruited its first employee.

In a bid to organize the business, stationery and release order forms
were printed on letterheads carrying Varuni’s residential address at
Siripa Road. Soon after, the typewriter with a past passed away and it
became necessary to purchase a new one. So with Triad’s very first
saving of Rs. 8800, a spic and span, brand new Sharp typewriter
arrived from Brown & Co Ltd in Darley Road, to give years of service
to Triad, receiving royal treatment as the agency’s most prized asset.

With the company incorporated, it became even more important to
set up professional office premises. So Triad moved into its first real
office at Deanstone House on Deanstone Place in Colombo 3,
sharing the premises with Pulasthi and Upali Nanayakkara to make
the rent affordable. Within a glorious space of 8ft x 8ft, the office
seemed almost too spacious for the Triad team - Varuni, Dilith
and Ajith.

Moving in after traditional housewarming rituals and a pirith sermon,
it became obvious that at least Rs. 50,000 would be required to
furnish the space, even though the requirement was sparse – just
two tables and a cupboard. Dilith, the chief negotiator with the bank,
requested an OD facility which he got after Jayantha Gunawardena
and Varuni’s husband Rohan Fernando had signed as guarantors.
Dilith would arrive at Seylan Bank Colpetty on his bike – a Mate 50,
park at a distance, don a tie and walk into the bank with all the

confidence and gusto of a successful entrepreneur. Arjuna
Dissanayake, the Manager of the Colpetty branch, Kolitha
Dharmawardena who went on to become a doctor and Eshan
Beekmeyer, who serviced the account, took the fledgling business
under their wing.

With the new office in full swing and with the added advantage of
having Pulasthi, a creative source located right next door things
started taking shape. Yet one big hurdle stood in the way. Since Triad
still didn’t have the luxury of a telephone yet, the team was not
functioning at its full potential. The solution was a pager, a phone
card and the pay phone at the top of the road, which functioned as
the office phone. Triad was now communication empowered!

Creating advertisements was one thing but getting them published
was a whole new ball game. Since their cashflow was slow,
advancing payments to the newspapers up front was out of the
question and it soon dawned on Dilith and Varuni that they would
have to sign a contract with the nation’s largest newspaper group -
Lake House Publications for all their future work. This was when
Varuna Mallawarachchi, the head of the Daily News advertising
department of Lake House at the time, came into the picture. He was
introduced to Triad by Uma Rajamantri, who was the head of Media
at Phoenix Advertising at the same time Varuni was performing
gopher tasks at the agency. Varuna was a long standing colleague
and friend, and he soon came to the assistance of the young team,
introducing them to production giants like Abhaya Amaradasa and
his team at Lake House, and also approving credit facilities to
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Triad after a visit to the Deanstone House premises to verify the
agency’s existence.

Dilith and Varuni were now in a position to draw salaries of Rs.2500
each per month, whilst Ajith earned Rs. 1000 a month. With not
enough money to make client visits by three-wheeler (and after
learning a bitter lesson following one week of pampered travel in
one), they reverted to public transport.

Meanwhile, Rizwi Hassandeen of Phoenix Plastics offered a banner
design and production job to Triad. In the process of outsourcing
this task to Vista Advertising, Triad stumbled upon Priyantha, a young
artist who quickly left to join Triad. His arrival also caused the
addition of a brand new art department, which was actually a space
partitioned by a cupboard. The Art Department was destined to
grow further with the addition of Sunil Perera. Sunil, originally from
Hatton, met Dilith at their boarding house in Dehiwela. Sunil was
seeking a room for rent and was just about to be refused by the
landlady when Dilith, feeling sorry for the lad, offered to share his
room. Dilith soon saw Sunil’s talent - a creative bent that manifested
itself in the form of painting handicrafts. At Triad, Sunil quickly
showed his skills by working on a pitch for Phoenix Industries.
During the same time, Triad won a job to design and construct a stall
for Phoenix Plastics for the Packaging Industry Exhibition, which was
in turn outsourced to Anuhas and Wasantha of Xact Advertising.
Recognition for the agency’s work came after the completion of the
Packing Industry Exhibition where Ashroff Omar, the Managing

Director of the company, having seen the Phoenix stall, was
impressed by its design and production quality.

The next big challenge was to design a fact sheet and brochure for
the five-star Kandalama Hotel, owned by the Aitken Spence Group -
a competitive pitch between JWT and Triad. The former had been
handling the Aitken Spence account for a while and Triad was
literally unheard of. A chance meeting at a social occasion with
Wathsala Wijesekera, the Sales Manager of the company, soon led to
a chance to show off the agency’s competency.

Supported by Wathsala, Triad made a blind presentation to
Mr.Prema Cooray, the Managing Director of Aitken Spence at that
time, who liked what he saw and gave the pitch to Triad. So began a
new journey with a major brand – a relationship that lasted
over a decade.

Triad also received significant assistance from Nihal Kalupahana,
Director of Printing at Aitken Spence Printing Co., who printed the
finished brochure, volunteering to re-set the typesetting of a less
than perfect artwork, in order to help Triad become a successful new
entrant to the Aitken Spence list of agencies.

Triad’s outsourced resource base grew with the addition of Sarath
Makalanda, who also worked freelance for the agency while Saman
Weerasinghe and his strong team at Lazer Graphics did a fantastic
job of extending typesetting services for most of the agency’s work.
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Despite this growing outsourced resource base however, Dilith and
Varuni recognized the need to move upwards from this operational
model to one in which the agency would have more control over
their creative resources. To this end Triad hired Sarath Makalanda,
who was employed at Holmes Pollard & Stott at the time. His bother
Kamal also joined the agency at the same time. This was a big
step for the agency, since these hires demanded a big investment
towards the creative department.

This sudden influx of employees had the Deanstone Place office
bursting at the seams. Armed with Rs. 500,000 in savings, Dilith and
Varuni started the search for a new location with more space. And
soon they moved into a converted garage in Glen Aber Place,
Colombo 4.

Triad worked at Glen Aber Place from 1994 -1995. The property was
originally the residence of Mr. & Mrs. Allen Dias Bandaranayake. Since
it needed a formidable make-over, the Triad team initiated a
shramadana to clean and spruce the space up before the official
“moving day”. The Glen Aber era saw a phase of great momentum for
the agency, in both increasing client portfolio to the expansion of
the business through improved technology. But it was also a point of
transition. Literally a garage, the Glen Aber Place office served as the
stepping stone to a bigger office when the opportunity arose.

Now fully set up with ample space and resources, the agency was on
full steam ahead. Feeling the need to have a competitive edge, Triad
purchased an Apple computer, becoming the very first agency to
own and use one in Sri Lanka. The Apple came in second hand from
Saman at Lazer Graphics, who not only gave the agency a great price
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but also understood how to operate it… and so the company was
now using state of the art technology for design purposes.

Meanwhile Dilani Yoheswaran, the owner of the “typewriter with a
past”, joined Dilith and Varuni. The Apple computer operator was also
absorbed into the Triad team together with another very colourful
personality - “Fonny” or Fonseka, who retired from Phoenix
Advertising and came on board Triad as the “corporate driver”, since
Triad now had temporary possession of a hired Daihatsu Charmant
while Dilith’s Mate 50 bike was in Ajith’s loving hands.

A major breakthrough in terms of billing and visibility for the agency
was achieved through a project undertaken for LM Apparels. After
winning a pitch for the design and construction of ten stalls at
the Expo ‘94 exhibition in Colombo, Triad outsourced the task of
implementation of the project to Sathy Watson and Roshan
Wijeratne of Entertainment Unlimited & Co. The project proved
to be the highest revenue earner ever for Triad, enabling the agency
to work towards bigger and better things.

The client portfolio was now growing, with Colombo Agencies,
Buildmart, Metroof, Connaissance Holdings, Heladiv, LM Apparel,
Phoenix Plastics, Swedish Trading, Aitken Spence Hotels and
Perera & Sons all on the list. Varuni and Dilith saw the first real signs
of success, however small, coming over the horizon.

In 1996 Triad left Glen Aber Place to new office premises in Sumner
Place, Borella. The new space was architect-designed and originally

built for residential purposes and Triad soon discovered the need for
compartmentalization. Since the building was already divided into
different living spaces, the agency too was then divided up and
assigned separate work spaces.

But this led to the feeling that the “spirit of Triad” was being stifled, as
individuals were left to work by themselves, so losing the
atmosphere of friendly unity that had previously prevailed. More
disturbingly, Dilith and Varuni began to realize that they were stuck
in a rut, while the rest of the industry seemed to be riding a wave.
The atmosphere at Sumner Place had come to resemble every great
entrepreneur’s nightmare – being plain and simple… even
mundane! Ever since the move to Sumner Place, Triad had become
lifeless, slow and lost in a pool of dreariness.

In the doldrums, for the first time Triad was struck by reality. Nothing
was going right - the new recruits lacked spark, the existing stars
seemed jaded and the new projects either had near-death
experiences or simply died on the spot. The number of mistakes
were mounting and most were inexplicable. The new silk screen
project epitomized this succession of failures, and was followed by
the famous “supplement” project.

The “supplement” project started off with the introduction of
husband and wife duo, Ranjith and Gundi to the Triad team. Fresh
from Germany, Ranjith joined Triad’s art department while his
German wife, Gundi took on the ambitious project of producing
supplements. The big Business Idea was to produce supplements for
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distribution through the newspapers, while the revenue stream
would be via advertisements placed within the supplements. Three
months down the line, it was apparent that the project was
struggling. Soon Ranjith and Gundi heeded the call of Germany and
decided to leave Sri Lanka again. This left a young and enthusiastic
fresher - Rohan Perera (who had joined Triad from Varna Ltd as a Dark
Room Assistant in 1995), to step in and steady the Creative
Department until help arrived. Meanwhile Triad realized the many
problems associated with the supplement project and decided not
to take it any further.

Space was now proving to be a problem again, because despite the
many setbacks, one thing had grown - the number of employees,
especially in the art department. Another move seemed imminent.
Eventually, with another year still to go on their lease, a proposition
was made to Triad to move into new premises. A client – Microcells
Limited – had their corporate offices in Claessen Place, Colombo 5 –
but needed to move the office to their factory premises to improve
operational efficiency. Anxious to move on from Sumner Place, Dilith
and Varuni were delighted with the offer, and with the ambience
and facilities at the Claessen Place space, and soon moved into
their new office.

Settling down at Claessen Place, the ill effects of Sumner Place
seemed reversed. In fact, Sumner Place seemed to have been the lull
before a (creative) storm. After what seemed a long time, Triad was
bouncing back. It was at this point that Triad’s first subsidiary
company – a print press named Printage, was launched. Triad

invested Rs 2 million in the business and this was the origin of the
company’s backward and forward integration strategy. It was a step
into territory previously unchartered by any advertising agency and
Triad, over time, quickly became a company with capabilities far
beyond the scope of what was generally known as an integrated
communications agency at the time.

After launching Printage, Triad hired Ivan Toussaint who, after
originally applying for a position in client servicing, was offered the
opportunity to run Printage - on the strength of his extensive
experience in the printing industry. Business grew and soon the
company had to move to a bigger space at Joseph Lane in
Nugegoda. They also invested in a second single colour press.

Triad, meanwhile, had started a new line of business which was in
publishing Annual Reports. Seeing an opportunity to grow this
segment of the business, a subsidiary was formed. Emagewise (Pvt)
Limited was launched in 1998 and grew within the space of one year
to be a profitable business unit. Starting with the Annual Report for
Kotagala Plantations, Emagewise won the business of Maskeliya,
Namunukula and Kegalle Plantations as well as the Annual Report for
Tea Small Holder Factories. The same year, JKH Plantations also
moved its business to Emagewise, which gave the company a strong
position as a premier, specialized resource in annual report design
and production. Mano Rajakariar, who was the Financial Controller of
JKH Plantations, personally invited Triad to John Keells and eventually
became a close associate of the agency. He enthusiastically
introduced the Emagewise team, led by Kapila Gunawardena in
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client servicing and Chanaka Perera in production, to several fellow
financial professionals. Deepthi Jayaweera of John Keells was the
next to follow in Mano’s footsteps. In 2005, Emagewise embarked on
its most ambitious and successful challenge to the competition, with
the arrival of Leeba Rajprasad – a proud Indian by birth who was
then contentedly domiciled in Sri Lanka with her Sri Lankan
husband. With true Indian spirit and panache, Leeba aggressively
built the reputation of Emagewise, positioning the company in an
exclusive slot within the market.

Saruchi Dissanayake was later introduced to Triad by Leeba when
she had to go back to India. In 2008 Saruchi took charge of
Emagewise and drives the company with confidence and charm,
strongly supported by K. Thevkanth and their youthful team.

The empty garage at the Claessen Place premises became home to
another subsidiary - Imageline Pvt Limited, offering pre-press

services. Headed by Shan Rajaguru, Imageline also outgrew its
premises within a year, moving to bigger and better facilities at
Jayaratna Mawatha in Colombo. Soon after, Shan left Imageline and
was replaced by Madhawa Madawela, Dilith and Varuni’s batch mate.
Madhawa’s entry into the Triad team was set to be the beginning of
a long and adventurous journey for all parties concerned.

Along with the launch of Imageline, the Hammer Workshop was
incorporated to handle outdoor activities. Madura Vithanage, yet
another of Dilith and Varuni’s campus-mates was hired to head this
latest subsidiary.

Triad’s next subsidiary company was an in-house photography
studio, launched with the intention of supporting the agency’s
creative resources, while top industry professionals - Sarath Perera,
Sumedha Gurudasa, Sumedha Liyanage, Laxmanan Nadaraja and
Udaya Wijesoma were retained for top of the line projects.
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By now fully backward integrated, the holding agency
acknowledged its growth to a strategy of strict financial
management. From a creative perspective, Triad was still a print
based operation. Kusantha Paranawithana and Nissanka Divakalala
who joined the agency at this point as Creative Directors, had
worked in the Indian advertising industry for some years and were
able to infuse a breath of fresh air to Triad’s creative process and
credo. William de Alwis, a reputed journalist from the Lake House
Group, also joined the agency, to contribute his expertise in the
Queen’s language.

Now well into six years at Claessen Place, Triad’s client portfolio was
impressive. Those who interacted with the agency were confident of
its capabilities and trusted the Triad team to handle their brands with
credibility and honour. But within the local advertising fraternity, the
agency’s impact was minimal. Triad, however, didn’t feel the need to

impress. The company’s main aim was to deliver the best service to
its clients and offer the best creative strategies for their brands.
Winning recognition from the competition was not a key
requirement. Neither did the agency seek to mime the global giants
of advertising. As a company with a strong, clear-cut Sri Lankan
identity, Triad was confident that recognition would come when it
was due.

The Triad team was now infused with new blood. The first foreign
ECD - Shardul Shaligram joined Triad and though he moved on
within months, he made a significant contribution to the ongoing
transformation of the agency’s creative approach. Dilshara
Jayamanne and Roy Varghese, young and brimming with new ideas,
later added spice to the bubbling pot of creative thought that was
now brewing. Udeni Perera, who left Grant McCann Erickson found
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fate directing her to Triad to take on the challenging role of Head of
Client Servicing.

Meanwhile, Angelo Jayasinghe and Aneek Salih joined from LDB
Lintas to further enhance creative and media resources. The Media
Department was looking forward to building its reputation as the
smartest Media unit in the industry under the competent direction
of Sharmila Suhaib and Mithila Weeratunga, who were living
examples of young personalities who had grown as fast as the
company. Another lady who came in to manage, control and guide
the finances of the company - Ashika Silva - completed the final
composition of people, creating the perfect balance between
creative flair and financial discipline in a flamboyant industry.

As a 100% Sri Lankan agency, Triad’s faith in ‘100% Sri Lankan brands’
was understandably strong and the agency undertook to grow and
nurture local brands. Emerald shirts was a brand owned by
A.F.M.Ikram who was preparing to launch a brand variant under the
sub-brand title of Leonardo. Foreseeing the need to push the brand
aggressively to its target market, Ikram, despite having limited
financial resources at the time, engaged Triad to launch his brand.
These discussions led to the creation of the “milk campaign” that
pushed not just the brand Leonardo, but the entire Emerald
range forward, driving sales exponentially and succeeding
beyond expectations.

Then Triad launched the “Two limes” campaign for Paracetol, a brand
of Paracetamol marketed by Interpharm. The campaign created a

sensation in the marketplace and strongly positioned Paracetol
(which had been previously perceived as a poor relation of the
Paracetamol analgesics category) as a cheaper, equally effective
alternative to the global giant brand Panadol. A head turning
campaign, it shook the advertising industry, forcing them to sit up
and take note.

After winning the first metal – a Silver for Heladiv packaging in
2003 and then winning 6 awards, including 3 Golds at the industry
acclaimed Sri Lanka Institute of Marketing Awards (known as SLIM
Awards) in 2004, Triad soon established its position as the local
agency that best understood the local consumer. This position was
established beyond any further doubt when Triad swept the boards
at SLIM 2005, winning 21 awards, including the Best TV
Commercial of the Year.

Triad’s destiny was shaped and re-shaped over time. Rohan
Rajaratnam, a mainstay of the advertising industry at that time, had
finally left it to seek a completely different professional experience.
He began operating an export company and, since he could not
simultaneously be operationally involved in Triad, Dilith and Varuni
invited him onto the Board. At the same time, Anup Chandrasekeran
from MBC Network’s News First, was invited to join PowerHouse.
PowerHouse was a production house - a subsidiary of Triad that was
managed by Ishini Wickremesinghe who was looking forward to
retirement and the pleasures of motherhood, undisturbed by
corporate headaches. Coming in as the CEO, Anup restructured
PowerHouse, seeing the business of TV content production as the
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most profitable business model. Soon they were supplying content
to local media giants, Rupavahini and ITN.

Also through Anup, another potentially ground-breaking
opportunity soon appeared on the horizon. The owner of Raj TV in
India expressed interest in launching a television station in Sri Lanka.
Through Anup’s relentless commitment together with the
confidence placed in the company by Her Excellency the President,
Chandrika Bandaranaike Kumaratunga, PowerHouse won the licence
to operate a television station in Sri Lanka.

Soon after the initial interaction with the President, Dilith and Varuni
were surprised to receive a message from the President’s House
informing them that she wanted a meeting. This invitation came in
the wake of an introduction of the Triad team to Dr. Tara de Mel by
Dr. Amunugama who were by then entrusted with the task of

identifying a professional communications team with the capability
of handling a campaign for the upcoming General Elections. At the
meeting, the President personally suggested a thrilling yet highly
risky proposal - the opportunity to create a powerful campaign for
the People’s Alliance. To Triad, this proved to be “a once in a lifetime”
opportunity to show its true mettle.

Back at the office, opinions were divided and opposition was high.
Varuni and Rohan felt an affirmative decision would be far too risky
as the outcome of the elections could determine Triad’s fate as well.
Dilith, however, was convinced of Triad’s capability to pull it off.
Giving precedence to everyone else’s reservations, he decided
instead to source a third party who would be willing to take on the
challenge. Anup was given the arduous task of finding a creative
source capable of doing justice to the campaign requirements, and
so he headed out to India to meet Sushil Pandit - a member of the
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communications team behind the famous “India Shining” campaign
executed for the BJP.

Back in Sri Lanka, a proposal containing Sushil’s resume and his
portfolio was sent to the Presidential Secretariat. Word came back
that Her Excellency was pleased with the proposal and
arrangements were made for Sushil to fly to Sri Lanka. The very next
day, Sushil and Dilith met with Madam President with a presentation
in hand. She was completely “sold” on the ideas presented and
immediately gave them a mandate to go ahead and to start work on
the campaign.

Having come this far, Dilith realized that the biggest hurdle yet was
to address Varuni and Rohan’s concerns. On discussing the issues, he
realized that the only way to deal with them was to focus on the
positive, the overwhelming possibilities and opportunities that a
successful campaign would bring to the agency in establishing it as
an undisputed force in Sri Lanka’s advertising industry.

A contract was signed between Triad and Her Excellency Chandrika
Bandaranaike Kumaratunga as the party leader, and work got
underway. Several research techniques were used in order to identify
the underlying sentiments of the people, including booster samples
and consumer panels. And so the “Rata Perata” campaign was
created. Months later, the campaign broke and worked its magic. The
Peoples Alliance claimed a major victory.

Later that year, Rohan joined the agency on a full time basis. A
number of new accounts were also won, including Hutch and
Hayleys. The winds of providence were blowing and another
location shift was imminent. Moving to Gregory’s Road in Colombo
7, Triad proudly unveiled a modern, spanking new office. Along with
the move, the agency opened up a new subsidiary, with Mihiri
Wikramanayake named Hard Talk, to manage Public Relations and
Direct Marketing efforts. A dedicated AV Department was also set up
by young Zeeshan Saligh whose dedication, discipline and attention
to detail ensured the professionalism of this super efficient unit, later
to be managed by the equally capable Rilla Kamil.

Focusing on Production and Event handling, Triad Total was
launched under the stewardship of Priyan Nissanka who handed
over responsibility to Nihal Karunaratne when he migrated to
Australia.

Derana, Sri Lanka’s premium TV entertainment channel was
launched in October 2005 when Triad made a strategic investment
into broadcasting. The station was run by several professionals
including Anup Chandrasekera, later followed by Laksiri Wickramage
and Madhawa Madawala who formed a consortium to steer the
company on an independent path, to become the fastest growing
TV channel in the country.

The same year, Triad hit the big-time as the only genuinely ‘local’
agency, winning the second highest number of awards at the
industry advertising awards.
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Triad’s truly “National” stature was established when the agency was
approached by the Secretary Defence, Gotabhaya Rajapaksa and the
late Maj. Gen. Parami Kulatunga through the then Editor of the Daily
News Bandula Jayasekera, to carry out a national level
communications drive to increase recruitment to the Forces.

Through this initiative, the “Api Venuwen Api” campaign was created,
which evoked a huge demonstration of positive sentiment towards
the Sri Lankan military, through its portrayal of the human side of
every soldier.

Under the title Triad Aid - the agency’s CSR arm, Triad put together
resources from around the country totaling a budget of over Rs.1
billion, to create a completely integrated campaign at no cost to the
Government of Sri Lanka. Suppliers of production and media
resources all rose to the occasion and backed the campaign to
create an impressive show of support for the Nation and its heroes.

In 2006, more accolades were on the cards. At the newly launched
industry ad awards – Chillies – Triad lived the dream. A dream
dreamt nearly fifteen years before by two people who believed that
Sri Lanka can!

Winning the Best of Show at Chillies
A simple ambient idea for Rainco umbrellas was implemented
during Vesak and not only won the most coveted award of the show

for Triad but also demonstrated the best of Sri Lankan creativity at
the highest standard - as described by the award-winning panel of
judges from overseas. The award haul included a number of metals,
placing the agency firmly in the top slot of the industry.

Not willing to give up its No.1 position, the Triad team worked
tirelessly over the following year to come up tops once again by
winning the only double Gold at Chillies 2007. This was a rewarding
year for Triad. The agency flagship “Api Venuwen Api” campaign won
the SLIM Neilson’s People’s Award for the Best TV Commercial of the
Year - voted in by five million Sri Lankans. The same creative won the
Best TV Commercial of the Year at the Sumathi Tele Awards as well.

The time was right, Triad thought, to go global. It was necessary to
be internationally connected if the agency was looking at expanding
its professional services across the borders. The strategy was very
clear. The localness of the agency was its core and that was never to
be compromised. The need was to offer this uniqueness to the
world. The Global Local – the new credo at Triad. The aim was to be
the first Sri Lankan ad agency to be a multinational. On his visit to
Cannes in 2007 Dilith hooked up with Julian Boulding, the President
of the largest network of Independent Agencies in the world – The
Networkone. With his visit to Sri Lanka, Triad entered into a
partnership to be globally connected while proudly retaining its
local flavour and identity.

Chillies 2008 was the Hat Trick year for the agency. With a “never say
never” attitude, the agency rallied around to chase an ambitious
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target to become the No.1 agency again. And, yes! The Triad Team
won the only Gold awarded at the show to take its No.1 slot for the
third consecutive year.

Winning Sri Lanka’s first metal – a Bronze – at Ad Fest in 2008 marked
a new era of ideating for Triad. When accepting the award, the Triad
Team took the opportunity to show off the agency’s (and the
nation’s) ethos by proudly displaying the “Sri Lanka Can” banner to a
packed to capacity audience in Pattaya, Thailand. And so the
company announced the arrival of Sri Lankan creative talent to this
most fiercely competitive region.

The “Api Venuwen Api” sequel campaign went on to win the SLIM
Neilsen’s People’s Award for the Best TV Commercial of the
Year 2008, making it a win for two years running. Winning the Best
Radio Commercial of the Year at the Mass Media Awards as well as a
Bronze at Sri Lanka’s first Effies, proved the value of the agency’s
creative work.

In 2009, Triad is geared to push the boundaries further. Having
devised a battle plan “4 4 44” to win the top slot at Chillies for
the 4th time with 4 Golds and 44 Metals, the team waits in
hope and anticipation.

Another powerful threesome has joined the Triad team to power the
agency from the top. Michael Holsinger - with 17 years experience in
Account Management, Strategic Planning and Management, brings
with him wide multinational agency expertise, delivered in the
most down to earth Sri Lankan manner. The inimitable Udaya
Tennekoon who is a veteran creative person and one of the most
awarded creative minds in the industry, enriches the Triad creative
team as Teacher and Driver. Last but not the least, Sarva Ameresekere
has been entrusted with the task of taking this unique agency over
new horizons.

This is the story of Triad. Nothing fancy, just the facts caught in a
snapshot as they evolve.
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The Triad team celebrates No � Agency status after the Chillies


















































































































































































































































































































































































































